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Welcome to the Fosterers and Volunteers Group Page. 

This private group page was created so that we can remain in contact with volunteers and 

fosterers and request help when required. It’s also here to provide you with help and guidance 

when needed. 

We are proud to have such a fabulous group of volunteers who are an integral part of the 

branch and this group page is where we can share our experiences. However, as with all online 

community’s we must ask that abide by the following guidelines: 

Do: 

• ask for help if you are unsure, no matter what the question is 😊  

• share your stories! We love to see and hear about any animals you are fostering or the 

fundraising you have been doing.  

• let us know of any ideas that can help promote the branch, increase funding, or 

generally benefit the branch in any areas. We’ll consider anything but bear in mind we 

may need help in actioning it! 

• try to keep things on topic 😉 

 
Don’t: 

• post or repost photos or personal details (names) of any online content without 
permission from the original owner.  

• violent, obscene, profane, hateful, or racist posts, links or images  
comments that threaten or defame any person or organisation  

• solicitations, advertisements, or endorsements of any financial, commercial or not-for-
profit organisations.  

• comments that suggest or encourage illegal activity 

Posts which engage in any conduct that is not acceptable will be removed without notice 

 

 Tip:  Keep your cool. One of the aims of social media is to create dialogue, and people won’t 

always agree on an issue. When confronted with a difference of opinion, stay cool. Express your 

points in a clear, logical way. Don’t pick fights, and correct mistakes when needed. Sometimes, 

it’s best to ignore a comment and not give it credibility by acknowledging it with a response.   
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If you are representing the branch whether in written or 

verbal form: 

Always remember that others may view you as the official voice of the RSPCA online whether 

you hold yourself out to be or not, so consider how your actions, posts and anything you say and 

share online might be interpreted. 

Please do not attempt to comment on national issues. Rather direct people to national RSPCA 
profiles or webpages  
 
If in doubt “Shout!” – ask a moderator. 
 
Complaints: 

If you would like to raise a complaint or an issue regarding a member of this community then 

please contact one of the following moderators: 

Sue Taft 

Jean Kelly 

Carol Spindler 

 
Thank you. 

Yours sincerely                          

  

Jean Kelly 
Chairwoman 
RSPCA Milton Keynes & North Bucks 
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